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"Monkeys can swing from trees by their tails," the sisters told the other plants."Sapete, le scimmie

possono dondolarsi dagli alberi grazie alla coda", dissero le sorelle alle altre piantine.When Monkey

curled his tail round a branch of the old oak tree, the whole tree shook. Monkey was so strong that,

when he rubbed against the tree trunk, little birds flew out of the tree in fright.Quando Scimmia

avvolse la coda intorno a un ramo della vecchia quercia, l'intero albero si agitÃƒÂ². Scimmia era

cosÃƒÂ¬ forte che, quando urtÃƒÂ² il tronco della quercia, tutti gli uccellini volarono via dall'albero

spaventati.Can you imagine what it is like to live in a flowerpot and confuse one animal with

another? Our chatty little plants Basil, Rosemary and the sisters know all too well the problems and

fun it causes. This is for children and others wanting to read a simple text in English and Italian with

illustrations. For ease of understanding, the languages are displayed together mostly one or two

sentences at a time and use everyday language of native speakers. Reading this fun bilingual story

will help you learn Italian.
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Language Learning > Italian

What a gem of a series for language learners of all ages!! I have been trying this summer to learn

Italian, a language I studied for a few long-ago years, when I was at university. This book and the

others in the series are really very charming. They utilize the same set of characters: four plants

who live together in a pot (Rosemary, Basil, and the Pansy Sisters). The pot is in a different setting

in each story. Each story also introduces a new character, an animal that has been misidentified by

the plants due to limited prior knowledge of superficial characteristics. Across the books (I think

there are four in the series so far, offered in a variety of bilingual options), the authors use a very

similar story structure, and they repeat certain key expressions--great strategies for 'hooking' young

readers and helping them to make predictions as the stories unfold. I can imagine that young

children would really enjoy these books as read-alouds, and the books could be used to introduce

children to new languages or develop their abilities to read in languages they are learning to speak.

Though I was not reading these books with young children, I found them to be amusing, and after

several read-throughs of each title, I had added several hundred new words to my [still rather

limited] Italian lexicon. Hence, I think these books are great for language learners of all ages.I wish

that the authors would publish professional audiorecordings to accompany the texts--as a

language-learner, having access to those would really be marvelous.

I like these bilingual books for kids. the stories are simple, but have a funny twist in the end. Which

is fine since you're using the books to learn Italian. Important words to learn are repeated and the

twist at the end of the story helps your brain learn the words.
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